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Crazzy Universal Unlock Clip unlock BB5

Crazzy Universal Unlock Clip is the first clip in the world for unlock N95, 6131, 5300 and N91 which can be used without

soldering. Possibility of easy update using included programmer allows to add optionaly new models. It is not neccessary to

solder any wires and thanks to it you can unlock easily and safely all levels locks (no matter which GID). Just open phone,

connect TP adapter - whole procedure does not take more than 3-4 minutes with opening phone. You can also unlock phone

with locked counter.

Advantages of this device over other clips available on the market:

NO SOLDERING (in set there are 4 adapters for N95, N91, 6131 and 5300) - possibility to buy new adapters after new

models are added into clip support. We will make them quickly and add into our offer.

IN SET PROGRAMMER FOR XILINX -MAIN IC OF THE CLIP

NO COMPUTER NEEDED 

NO INTERNET AND LOGS NEEDED 

UNLOCKS PHONES WITH LOCKED COUNTER (COUNTER 3/3)

Supported phone models:

N95

N91

6131

5300

Procedure of unlock:

1. Disassemble phone

2. Connect Clip and put back LCD with flat tape into phone

3. Power On phone and wait until display goes OFF (make sure that you will cancel all intros etc)

4. Enter #pw+123456789012345+1

5. Press button and enter # from keyboard

6. Restriction OFF and phone will reboot

7. Remove Clip

Picture of the set:

NOTE: Before using clip make sure that phone has correct firmware version - if not you have to load desired firmware into

phone using special box like MT-Box, JAF.

Set includes:

Crazzy Universal Unlock Clip

Xilinx LPT programmer

Adapter PCB Test Point for Nokia N91

Adpater PCB Test Point for Nokia N95

Adapter PCB Test Point for Nokia 6131

Adapter PCB Test Point for Nokia 5300/5200
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